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Hindemith: twelve chromatic pitches 

in order of decreasing consonance



Sensory Dissonance Curve after Plomp and Levelt



Screenshot of Dissonometer



Two Euler functions 



Formula for Indigestibility ξ

of a whole number N

with tabulated values



Graphical depiction of Indigestibility



Stanford Digit Similarity Test (1978)



Formula for the 

Harmonicity H of a 

Pitch Interval with 

frequency ratio P:Q

(Q>P)

and tabulated values



Graphical depiction of Harmonicity (three octaves)



Relation of Harmonicity to Asteroid Belt Density



Relationship of Harmonicity to Saturn’s rings



A Compositional Application of Harmonicity 

(e.g. in Autobusk)



Autobusk: Screen shot
Otodeblu (1990)

17-tone equal temperament



Harmonicities from 550-650 cents 

(unweighted)



Harmonicities from 550-650 cents 

(weighted at the tritone)



Harmonicities (one octave, unweighted)



Harmonicities (one octave, weighted at the 

major scale)



Autobusk-Rationalization of the major scale: Speci c Harmonicity



MDS of 7 church modes (movable or fixed frame)



Chord Tunings and Speci c Harmonicity Fluctuations in 

Prelude#1 of The Well-Tempered Clavier by J.S.Bach



Half-matrix of 

intra-scalar 

intervals in  

rationalized 

12- and 13-Tone 

equal-tempered

scales



Four sets of alternative tunings for the 13 scale-degrees 

of a 12-tone equal tempered scale, with selections



Multi-dimensional scaling of a rationalization 

of the 12-tone equal-tempered  scale



Four sets of alternative tunings for the 14 scale-degrees 

of a 13-tone equal tempered scale, with selections

for two and four alternative tunings 



Multi-dimensional scaling of a rationalization 

of the 13-tone equal-tempered  scale (AT=2)



Multi-dimensional scaling of a rationalization 

of the 13-tone equal-tempered  scale (AT=4)



Speci c Harmonicites of rationalized 

2- to 60-tone equal-tempered scales



3-5-7 tuning lattice for the Bohlen-Pierce Scale



Various Autobusk-rationalizations of the BP-Scale



MDS of a rationalization of the BP-Scale (NT=30 cents)



MDS of a rationalization of the BP-Scale (NT=29 cents)



MDS of a rationalization of a two-frame BP-Scale



The previous MDS as a starting point for Pinball Play



Cogency* of rationalized equal-tempered scales: 6-24 

semitones divided into 5-24 equal parts

* 10000 Speci c Harmonicity ½-step frame-size        / RMS cent deviation0.45



MDS of a rationalization of a 2-frame Carlos-α Scale 

(perfect fth divided into nine equal parts)



Triads derivable from the previous slide


